Security Concerns, Employee Health are Top Priorities for 2022

An increasingly complex risk climate will challenge security and organizational leaders in 2022. The International SOS Risk Outlook 2022 report with updated global risk maps finds leaders expect to face increased risks in 2022. Over two thirds (68 percent) of organizations anticipate risks to increase or stay the same next year. In particular, decision makers responsible for business travel (69 percent) and international assignees (67 percent) expect risk levels to increase or stay the same in 2022.

The survey also finds companies are investing in the physical and mental health of employees in the new year. The survey of nearly 1,000 risk professionals across 75 countries, coupled with insight from the Workforce Resilience Council and International SOS proprietary data, finds that both mental and...
The National Center for Spectator Sports Safety and Security (NCS4) has partnered with the DHS Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) on a new Public Venue Security Screening Guide called the Touchless Screening Annex.

The Touchless Screening Annex offers best practices for non-contact screening procedures venues should use in addition to the screening procedures outlined in the previously-released Public Venue Security Screening Guide. Officials say The Annex is intended for use at...

The NVT Phybridge FLEX24-10G switch is designed to make IP/IoT deployments simple, secure, and cost-effective. The FLEX24-10G 10 Gb switch delivers up to 50 Watts of PoE++ and 10/100/1000 Mbps symmetrical, full-duplex, over 2 or 4 pair UTP cabling with up to 2,000ft (610m) reach. The FLEX24-10G switch was used by the Toronto Transit Commission (TTC) to deploy over 1,500 IP intercom devices throughout its transit stations. “We used the NVT Phybridge FLEX24-10G switch to upgrade our subway station’s intercom system over existing network cabling,” said Jeff Thurston, Project Manager, TTC.

Other Trending Industry Articles

- **How Integrators Can Define Their Company’s Vision**
- **As Business Travel Continues Lull, Security Leaders Prioritize Travel Safety**
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Join RS2 Technologies on Tuesday, December 14th, as we dive into mobile and cyber advancements that have changed the physical security industry for the better. We will show you how to take access control to the next level with contactless access, smart biometrics, flexible workflow automation, and cyber secure physical access.

One that is increasingly leveraging new technologies around mobile, cyber, and cloud-based solutions. People expect technology to provide them with greater convenience – and now, enhanced security. The mobile revolution has become a vital part of security today and access control. Entirely new mobile credential ecosystems that rely on smartphones are replacing the need to carry traditional plastic access cards. And more business operations are relying on cyber and cloud-based solutions to function in a perimeter-less world.
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